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Packet Injection Mechanisms and their Impact on Network Throughput

Abstract

This paper analyzes the impact that the injection interface has on maximum sustained throughput in an adaptive cut-through torus network. Recent work has pointed out that head-of-line blocking (HOLB) at the network interface due to the use of single FIFO injection queues may prevent a network from sustaining its peak throughput at heavy loads. Additionally, the most recent commercial parallel systems use multiple injection queues, but little is known about the rationale behind these design decisions, or their implementation details.

This paper will model and thoroughly analyze the effect on performance of the following factors: the number of injection queues (from 1 to 4), the allocation of packets to queues (testing different selection policies with or without pre-routing at the interface) and the mapping of queues to the available number of injection channels (virtual injection channels vs. physical injection channels). Network evaluations for medium to large size 2D tori will show that designs with multiple FIFO injection queues do not improve performance under uniform traffic, when compared with the simple, single-FIFO interface. On the contrary, for some injection policies, throughput loss increases for loads beyond the saturation point. At the heart of this behavior is network congestion: more injection ports results in more pressure from the injection interface to acquire the scarce network resources of an already clogged system.

We conclude that new, restrictive injection policies are required that, while being starvation-free, prevent processing nodes from overflowing routers with new packets for loads beyond the network's saturation point. Interestingly, for small networks, a single injection FIFO queue, with the HOLB it entails, may actually be a good design choice as it indirectly provides the much-needed injection control. For networks with thousands of nodes as those being implemented in current massively parallel processors, this basic form of congestion control is not enough. Regardless of the number of injectors, an injection-throttling mechanism is essential to reduce throughput losses and maintain, or even increase, maximum sustained throughput.
1. Introduction

The interconnection network is a key element of a parallel computer system, which provides the necessary high-bandwidth and low-latency communication channels. Networks of this kind are now found in many systems to provide not only inter-processor communication or processor-memory interconnect, but also input-output and storage switches, as well as replacing dedicated wiring.

An ideal network should reach full link utilization and be able to sustain peak throughput under heavy loads. However, most networks reach lower link utilizations due to network contention. There is a large body of research in 2D torus networks, which has focused on reducing contention by increasing the number of requests made by incoming packets: adding virtual channels (VCs) [10], providing adaptive routing [8] or both [12]. The router architecture may be another source of contention by causing head of line blocking or limiting the crossbar complexity [13]. As silicon area is less of a premium nowadays, a simple way to reduce contention is to implement virtual cut-through (VCT) flow control with enough buffer capacity so that it is not overflowed at medium loads. For example, the Alpha 21364's router, which uses VCT, provides a total buffer space for 316 packets [16].

Most router design parameters such as number of virtual channels, buffer capacity and routing functions have been thoroughly evaluated, and their impact on network performance is reasonably well understood. For example, it is known that a small number of virtual channels, in the range 2 to 4, increases throughput by reducing head-of-line blocking (HOLB), regardless of the routing strategy applied. Although the organization of the injection queues at the network interface also has a significant role in the way traffic is accepted, it has received less attention in the literature. Network performance is usually evaluated using register-level simulators with synthetic or real traffic loads. These simulators model a simple network interface with a single FIFO queue where new packets wait to be transferred into the router’s injection port [7,8,15,16]. For large $k$-ary $n$-cube networks, HOLB at the injection queue has been identified as the reason why some network resources were under-utilized [15]. Under uniform loads, such networks exhibit a clear load imbalance between their $+X$ and $-X$ channels. This is explained by the fact that the first set of channels to saturate, lets say $+X$, will fill its buffers and stop accepting new packets, while the other direction ($-X$), will be prevented from receiving new packets until the blocked packets at the head of the queue have been injected into $+X$. Such blockage at the injection queue is reflected in its lower buffer occupation. That study suggested that if we eliminated the HOLB at injection, by providing separate injection queues in each direction, both set of channels, $+X$ and $-X$, would be able to reach their peak, increasing the overall network performance.
This paper explores the impact that the injection interface, the number of injection ports in particular, has on maximum sustained throughput. By adding multiple ports with their associated injection queues, we may reduce or eliminate that head-of-line blocking. The majority of implemented networks, ranging from the Torus Routing Chip [11] to the Cray T3E Network [18] offered a single full duplex connection between the router and its processing element, with a single injection port. On the other hand, more recent networks have multiple injection ports: the Alpha 21364 router [16] has 4 local ports (from the two on-chip memory controllers, the I/O external chip and the on-chip second-level cache) and the BlueGene/L network incorporates 8 injection ports per router (one per dimension plus two high-priority), but in [1,6] we cannot find a in depth description of how the injection process is managed.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no theoretical studies about the effect that adding multiple injection ports has on the performance of fully-adaptive VCT networks. Thus, one of the contributions of this work is to close the gap between the massively parallel systems currently being built (using torus networks), and the knowledge of adaptive $k$-ary $n$-cube networks in the literature. To achieve this, we have modeled a range of injection interfaces and then thoroughly analyzed the impact that such designs have on network performance. Our work will prove that a single queue, with the HOLB it entails, does not limit network throughput under uniform traffic. On the contrary, it prevents the network performance from further degrading under heavy loads by providing partial congestion control in one or more directions. This study also highlights the need to propose fair and simple injection throttling policies to increase and sustain peak performance.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes different injection interface designs. Section 3 describes the evaluation methodology employed. Section 4 presents simulation results for an adaptive bubble router (ABR) for a range of interface designs on them. Section 5 explores the impact of throttled injection and introduces related work and finally, Section 6 summarizes the findings of this work.

2. Injection interface design

The network interface provides queuing both before and after the interconnection network. In a standard injection interface, the packet at the head of the queue will advance to the router's injection port and request one or more output links. Normally, new and transit packets are governed by the same rules: they will advance provided that the flow control allows it and a connection can be established to the selected output port. Figure 1(a) shows a generic router with a single injection port. We can see in this figure that while the $-X$ output is free, the packet with header $(\Delta_x, \Delta_y) = (-3, -1)$ is blocked due to the contention in the opposite direction, that prevents the first packet from being injected.
Thus, we need to consider alternative injection interface designs that reduce or eliminate this head-of-line blocking. Figure 1(b) shows an injection interface with two independent queues. Packets at the injection interface can be pre-routed in order to select their injection queue, so that packets travelling in opposite direction, +X and −X, are allocated to different queues. However, this alternative does not eliminate the HOLB for the fraction of packets travelling only in the Y direction or using adaptive paths, when the two packet headers are blocked, waiting on their X channels. We need 4 queues and their associated ports (or 2d queues for a d-dimensional router) to eliminate all possible cases of head of line blocking, as shown in Figure 1(c).

When using multiple injection queues, we need to define a policy to select, for each packet, the injection queue in which the packet will be stored. As this is a pre-routing decision, it can be either static or dynamic. There is a large design space for this kind of port selection policies, from which we have evaluated the following ones:

- **Shortest (sh):** the new packet is allocated to the shortest queue. This is the simplest dynamic policy, and it reduces the impact of HOLB at injection in a similar way that virtual channels do inside the router.
• **Shortest with pre-routing (shp):** we assign a queue to each output link, as shown in Figure 1(c). Each packet can now be assigned to as many queues as directions it needs to travel. For example, the packet with header (-3, +1) can go to the -X queue or the +Y queue. From this set, the one with lower population is selected.

• **Longest path first (lpath):** each packet is allocated to the queue associated to the direction having the longest coordinate to travel. In the example given above, it will be on the -X queue, regardless of the queue’s population. Thus, this is a static decision.

In any case, when the queue of the selected port is full, the generation of packets stalls until the packet is successfully queued. This means that packets are not dropped and, therefore, when the network is saturated, the load actually generated may be smaller than the target load to apply.

Finally, in Figure 1 a physical channel connects each injection queue to its port. This means that the injection bandwidth grows with the number of ports. When the injection bandwidth is a limiting factor, it is possible to use virtual channels instead. This choice depends on technological and implementation factors, such as if the router is part of an integrated chip or a single chip, what are the package constraints, etc.

To complete this analysis we will evaluate both cases: a physical channel per injection port versus a single physical channel shared by the 4 virtual injection ports. We should note that as the network size increases, the injection rate (8/k packets/cycle/node, being k the number of nodes per dimension) set by the bisection limit decreases, so that more injection bandwidth will have little impact in the overall network performance for most point-to-point traffic patterns. On the other hand, multiple injection channels could expedite local and collective communication by allowing packets to be simultaneously sent in more than one direction.

### 3. Evaluation methodology

In order to evaluate the impact that the injection interface design has in a torus network, we have used a cycle-driven register level simulator that models an adaptive bubble router [17] with 3 virtual channels per physical link, and implemented the single-port and 4-port injection interfaces as described in Section 2.

The router architecture used in this work is modeled as shown in Figure 2. This is a fully adaptive virtual cut-through router, and like many of its counterparts, it provides fully adaptive routing by applying Duato’s approach [14]: a subset of the total virtual channels is configured as a safe virtual network, also called the escape network, in which packet deadlock never occurs. The remaining VCs are configured as a fully adaptive virtual network. Both the Alpha 21364 and the BlueGene/L torus networks use this strategy, adding more virtual channels to a dimension-order routing (DOR) network. They differ in their choice of the deadlock
avoidance mechanism. The Alpha network breaks cycles within a dimensional ring by using two virtual channels as in the Torus Routing Chip [11], while the BlueGene/L relies on Bubble Flow Control (BFC) [9], which prevents the node from injecting a packet if such action exhausts the local buffer capacity in the direction/way (that is, in the ring) it is advancing.
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**Figure 2**: Two variants of the adaptive VCT router architecture, both with 4 injection ports connected to the crossbar. Left: each injection port has a dedicated physical link. Right: injection ports are virtual, as they share a single physical link.

Each physical channel has three input buffers, corresponding to one escape virtual channel and two fully adaptive VCs. Packets move under two different policies. In the adaptive virtual network the injection and forwarding of packets select minimal adaptive paths under virtual cut-through flow control. In the escape virtual network, packets follow static paths as per DOR routing, with the injection regulated by bubble flow control. Packets turning from an X-ring to a Y-ring inside the escape virtual network are considered as new injections into the receiving Y-ring. Packets in transit inside a safe ring are regulated by VCT.

Packets can move freely from the safe to the adaptive network, and allocation policies do favor the use of adaptive VCs in the same ring; if none is available, they may use an adaptive VC in another profitable dimension. The escape network is used as the last resource and the change of packets from the adaptive to the safe network is also regulated by BFC. When several input channels (including injection channels) request the same virtual output, a random arbitration policy is used.
The number of injection ports, its selection policy and injection bandwidth are as described in Section 2. When a packet is generated, if the selected injection buffers are full, packet generation is suspended until the new packet is accepted by the injection interface. As we can see in Figure 2, the consumption interface can receive several packets (from different input ports) simultaneously. This models the best case in which consumption bandwidth is never a bottleneck.

Other simulation parameters are as follows:

1. Two network sizes are considered: 256 nodes (16x16), which is a medium size, commonly used in network evaluation, and 1024 nodes (32x32) to represent larger parallel systems.
2. Packets are of fixed size: 16 phits. A phit is the number of bits that are conveyed in parallel through a physical link.
3. The queue capacity of each input port is 8 packets, or 128 phits. Injection channels at the interface side have an additional buffer of 128 phits.
4. Traffic generation follows a Bernoulli temporal distribution, with a parameter that depends on the applied load (expressed in phits/node/cycle). Spatial traffic pattern may follow a random, uniform distribution, or a hot-region distribution. The latter is defined as follows: “In this pattern, the destinations of 25% of the packets are chosen randomly within a small ’hot’ contiguous sub-mesh region consisting of 12.5% of the machine. The remaining 75% of the packets chose their destinations uniformly over the entire machine.” [6]

Maximum throughput under uniform traffic is limited by the network bisection bandwidth [13] and many studies normalized their loads to this limit, which represent full link utilization under uniform traffic load. For the 16x16 and 32x32 torus networks, this maximum is 0.5 and 0.25 phits/node/cycle respectively. More recently, researchers have started to report network performance for loads above this limit [21]. This reflects the way in which some parallel applications generate network loads. On intensive communication phases, provided the message overheads are low, nodes may send tens of packets in a row, well above the theoretical limit. In such phases, even applications with lower global communication demands may always have a packet to be injected, once the network has reach its saturation point and the injection queues overflow. As we are interested in observing the behavior of a saturated network, in most of our experiments we apply a load of 1.0 phits/node/cycle, which (for uniform traffic) is 2 or 4 times the bisection limit. The use of synthetic loads allows us to cover a wider simulation space, without losing sight of real application loads, which have been shown to match their network response in terms of asymmetric use of network resources at high loads [15].

Although the simulation runs provide a wealth of information about network performance, we will focus on the following subset:
- Total accepted versus offered load (in phits/node/cycle) in order to identify peak and maximum sustained throughput. In all other cases, unless otherwise stated, results correspond to offered loads of 1 phit/node/cycle.
- Evolution of buffer utilization for transit ports, and average of this utilization.
- Average utilization of each virtual channel.

4. Network Evaluation

This section presents the results obtained from the simulation of 2D torus networks with different designs for the injection subsystem. Firstly, we will evaluate the influence of the injection bandwidth on network response. Secondly, we will evaluate the impact than the number of injection ports in combination with the allocation of packets to queues has on the performance of a 256-node 2D torus network. Lastly, we will analyze its impact when the network size increases to 1024 nodes.

4.1 Injection bandwidth

This section analyzes the impact that the injection bandwidth has on network performance. Adding more injection ports results in more bandwidth allocated to the node interface. As the interconnection links of any router are a limited resource, the bandwidth allocated to the transit network links could be constrained by this decision. To avoid this, the injection interface can use virtual channels to connect its multiple queues to their associated ports. Note that, as shown in Figure 2 (right), the internal router architecture remains unaltered, as it emulates the 4 injection ports by means of 4 virtual injection channels; the only difference is that the processing node can send a packet from only one injection queue to the router core at a time.

Figure 3 shows the network latency versus accepted load for a 256-node network with 4 injection queues, varying the injection bandwidth from a single injection channel shared by the 4 queues (4_vir_inj) to 4 dedicated injection channels (4_phy_inj).
Figure 3. Left: effect of the injection bandwidth on average packet latency, at several levels of accepted load, in a 16x16 torus network with 4 injection ports. The right-side plot is a close-up for medium loads (below saturation).

The impact of the injection bandwidth on network performance is minimal. Sharing the injection channels only increases latency at medium loads by less than 3%. Differences in peak and sustained throughput for both configurations (not shown) are negligible. This confirms our expectations for networks with radix larger than 8, in which the maximum injection rate is less than 1 pbit/cycle/node. Networks with larger radix, such as the 32x32 torus, have a lower maximum injection rate per node, so that the impact of the injection bandwidth will be negligible for most point-to-point traffic patterns.

In short, the injection pressure depends mainly on the number of new packets inside the router that can simultaneously request an output link, and not on the physical bandwidth of the injection port, provided this is large enough to cope with a standard injection rate. For the rest of this paper we will not discriminate between physical and virtual injection channels/ports.

4.2 256-node adaptive torus network

This section evaluates the impact that the organization of the injection interface and its queues has on the performance of a 16x16 torus. The standard injection policy applies to each injection port: BFC restriction to inject into the escape network and VCT to inject into the adaptive network.

Figure 4 shows the throughput versus offered load for the three different injection organizations under study. The traffic fluctuations at high loads will cause one arbitrary network direction to saturate first. In this set of experiments, the \textasciitilde X channels were first to saturate. When using a single injection queue, the HOLB caused by a packet waiting to access the \textasciitilde X output link prevents packets traveling in other directions to be injected, so that the rest of the network does not accept loads above their saturation point. This limitation indirectly helps to maintain the actual network load at a manageable level, and sustain this peak throughput, regardless of the offered load. When having multiple queues, the response depends on how these queues are managed. Static port
selection policies result in the injection queue of the saturated direction overflowing and causing packet
generation to stall until the network is able to accept that queue’s first packet. Thus, the HOLB effect is delayed
but not eliminated. Dynamic selection increases saturation by spreading the packets over multiple injection
queues: when the -X injection queue overflows, the node continues generating packets until it fills up the +Y and
-Y queues. As the injection pressure is kept on most network directions, it is not surprising to see that dynamic
port selection policies (4_inj_sh and 4_inj_shp) lead to lower sustained throughput. The 4-queue design with the
static policy (4_inj_lpath) matches, but does not improve, the throughput obtained by its single queue
counterpart (1_inj).
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**Figure 4.** Accepted versus offered load for a 16x16 adaptive bubble torus networks with 1 (black line) or 4
injection queues and different injection port selection policies.

To better explain the network behavior at heavy loads, we will examine the buffer occupation and the
utilization of each virtual channel. Figure 5 shows these values at maximum load.

![Graphs](images)

**Figure 5.** Transit queue occupation (left) and channel utilization (right) in a 16x16 torus at 1 phit/node/cycle
applied load, for 1-4 injection ports, and for sh and lpath injection port selection policies. Each column
represents a virtual (transit) channel.

When the adaptive networks saturates, many packets are forced to use their escape paths. This is
reflected in virtual channel utilization, which is low for adaptive channels but high for its escape counterparts.
The channel utilization in the +X direction differs because most packets use adaptive VCs, which indicates that
this direction has not reach saturation. Average buffer occupation is another parameter that reflects network saturation and its impact on network throughput. We can see that by using 4 queues and dynamic port selection ($4_{\text{Inj}_{-}sh}$), we have significantly increased the population in the adaptive networks, with the average occupation being very close to the queue’s 128-flit capacity. On the other hand, the other injection policies maintain a lower buffer usage and are able to sustain their peak throughput for loads beyond saturation.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** Transit queue occupation on the X-axis over time in a 16x16 torus with 4 injection ports, for shortest (left) and lpath (right) injection port selection policies.

Let us explain these two different scenarios by looking the buffer occupation in the first dimension over time for both shortest and lpath policies, as shown in Figure 6. We have included the warm-up period because it illustrates, for the shortest policy, the time taken to reach saturation on the –X axis, and how, once this occurs, the buffer occupation in the opposite direction falls to a lower value, reflecting the asymmetry described in [15]. It also indicates that the network could cope with traffic bursts, provided they don’t last long (not more than 10,000 or 15,000 cycles).

As this policy eliminates the HOLB at injection, there is constant pressure to inject packets in all directions but +X. The adaptive network gradually fills up its transit queues and injection pressure is then transferred to the escape network, in the –X direction, whose queues fill up as well. Remember that virtual cut-through flow control requires 16 free flits for a packet to advance to its next input queue. Thus, it is clear why the adaptive channel usage (except for +X) drops dramatically when the processing node floods the router with new packets, leading to the 20% throughput loss shown in Figure 4.

In the other alternatives, the network appears to be nearly empty, with an average occupation of around one packet per virtual channel, or around 3 packets per physical channel. The remaining buffer space is used to cope with fluctuations over time as shown in Figure 6 for the $4_{\text{Inj}_{-}lpath}$ strategy. HOLB at injection prevents congestion in the 256-node network. This explains why many studies of adaptive torus networks did not exhibit
performance degradation at high loads. Adding more injection ports requires an adequate selection policy so that the adaptive network is not flooded with new requests beyond its saturation point.

4.3 1024-node adaptive torus network

This section evaluates the impact that the injection interface has on the performance of a 32x32 torus. Although it is common for large direct networks to arrange nodes in three dimensions, our experiments reflect realistic designs such as the BlueGene/L, whose rings can be even larger than the ones we tested here. Figure 7 shows the throughput versus offered load for this network with different injection organizations.
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**Figure 7.** Accepted versus offered load for a 32x32 adaptive bubble torus with 1 (black line) or 4 injection queues and different injection port selection policies.

In this large network, all configurations achieved similar peak throughput for uniform traffic. Furthermore, all of them exhibited significant throughput loss for loads above their saturation point. Figure 8 shows the buffer occupation and channel usage. We can see they all exhibit a usage pattern similar to the one given by `4_Inj_sh` in the smaller network, which indicated that network congestion soared for loads above...
saturation. The injection policy has only a minor impact on the level of congestion reached by the adaptive network, and in all cases there is a significant throughput loss due to congestion.

In the larger network, the HOLB at injection cannot prevent nodes from filling up the network buffers in the direction that saturates first. As the radix increases, packets travel longer paths, and more nodes contribute to the saturation of a given link. At the same time, network backpressure takes longer to reach the sources. Thus, the restrictive effect of HOLB arrives too late, when network buffers are already (almost) full.

In short, our network evaluation has identified network size and the number of injection channels as important factors in the way congestion builds up in fully adaptive networks. As parallel systems grow larger, as well as adding more packet sources, congestion will become a critical factor that needs to be dealt with.

5. Congestion control and related work

The above evaluation indicates that the adaptive bubble router is not stable for heavy loads and large networks, suffering up to a 20-25% loss due to increased network congestion. This is a common problem for fully adaptive routers because the strategies that reduce contention result on both high peak throughput and the ability for new packets to obtain network resources when they are scarce. In other words, low contention leads to higher congestion at heavy loads. As we have observed in Section 4.2, the throughput loss in the ABR is minor compared to other fully adaptive routers [21], due to the constraints set by bubble flow control, which prevents nodes from using the last escape path resource (or resources) of its local router.

Congestion is exacerbated when more injection queues are added. This is true for any VCT adaptive router based on Duato’s approach [13], regardless of the choice of escape network. Thus, we have two choices:

1. Allow new and incoming packets to compete on a fair basis for the output links and accept the congestion this causes.

2. Limit congestion by giving priority to transit traffic, which introduces the risk of starvation for nodes whose associated routers are swamped by upstream traffic.

In this section we present results that show the gains achieved by the latter, which is also the choice taken by the multicomputer manufacturers.

5.1 Throttled injection

As we have seen in Section 4.2, BFC provides congestion control for escape virtual channels, as it allows packet injection when having space at least for two packets at the requested virtual channel.
In addition, we can use BFC to limit the packet population in the adaptive channels as well. We can apply BFC only to the escape channels (2-Esc) as the standard ABR, or to all requests from any injection port to any virtual output link (2-All). Besides, we can limit the network population by increasing the number of free resources required to grant injection from the minimum of 2 packets in the local queue to 4 (4-All), or even 6 (6-All). Figure 9 shows the impact that these restrictive injection policies have on maximum sustained throughput in the 32x32 torus, for the single and multi-queue injection interfaces.

Figure 9. Sustained throughput at saturation, in a 32x32 torus, for 1 and 4 injectors, for shortest and lpath injection port selection policies, and different restrictive injection strategies.

As expected, restrictive injection reduces buffer occupation and increases channel utilization in all cases. All of them are able to reach and sustain maximum performance, very close to the bisection limit (0.25 phits/node/cycle). For the single-queue case, a bubble of size 2 is enough to prevent congestion in the adaptive network, because of the additional restrictive injection caused by the HOLB intrinsic of FIFO queues.

Figure 10 shows the buffer occupation and channel utilization for 4_Inj_lpath with variable bubble size, from 2 to 6. Note that although we apply the same bubble size to all virtual channels, buffer occupation in the adaptive channels is always higher than in the escape channel, because packets in the adaptive network can move from one dimension to the other with no restriction but VCT. We can see that, for 2-All, there is an asymmetry in
channel usage as well as in buffer occupation between the +X and −X, which clearly shows how the network is congested in +X. To control congestion in the adaptive network, we have to increase the bubble size from 2 up to 4. This reduces buffer occupation in all +X transit queues, which is the direction that saturates first in this set of experiments, and balances the use of the three virtual channels.

The most restrictive injection policy (6-all) reduces the buffer occupation in all escape channels as expected. On the other hand, this strategy also prevents many transit packets from using their escape paths, so that buffer occupation in the adaptive channels is actually increased, as shown in Figure 10. Hence, the minor reduction in network throughput observed in Figure 9.

In any case, this set of experiment proves that a large fully adaptive network can achieve and sustain high throughput, provided that it manages to control congestion at high loads. This can be achieved with one or multiple injection ports.

5.2 Other traffic patterns

The conclusions from this analysis are valid for uniform traffic patterns in which the number of packets injected into each direction is balanced. Note that permutation patterns have a very unbalanced use of the injection queues, as all packets from one node have a common destination. Any static selection will put all generated traffic into a single queue, thus using only one of the injection ports. Thus, we have chosen the hot-region pattern as described in [6] as a representative non-uniform pattern. Results from experiments using this pattern are represented in Figure 11.
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**Figure 11.** Data from experiments with a 32x32 torus, under hot-region traffic. Left: accepted vs. applied load for 1 and 4 injectors using different selection policies. Right: sustained throughput at saturation for 1 and 4 injection ports, for shortest and lpath selection policies, and different levels of restrictive injection based on BFC.

We can see that the network response follows the same trends that in the case of uniform traffic, but with lower peak values, due to the concentration of traffic in the hot-spot sub-region. Again, it is necessary to limit congestion in the adaptive network in order to sustain peak network throughput for heavy loads.
5.3 Related work

Finally, we will briefly review other works that are related to the analysis presented above. To the best of our knowledge, no other work has analyzed the impact of multiple injection ports on network performance at full loads. Badak and Panda [2] analyzed the consumption bottleneck in wormhole torus network by increasing the number of consumption channels from 1 to 2d. Although they also deal with the router interface, it covers a totally different design space: it considers small radix network, in which injection and consumption are limited by the node-to-router bandwidth, it uses wormhole flow control and it focuses on its impact on network delay. Even though they mentioned in the paper that for symmetry they increase injection bandwidth, there is no description of how this additional bandwidth is used.

Other recent works, such as [19] propose the use of multiple injection queues, one per destination, to obtain backpressure information and re-direct traffic over less congested areas. However, their experimental setup indicates that each node has an infinite source queue to model the network interface, thus modeling a single injection port per node; little is said about the mapping of those multiple queues into the injection port.

In [13], Duato et al. briefly review the effect of multiple injection ports in a fully adaptive wormhole router, for which adding more ports decreases latency and increases throughput. Obviously, the flow control technique has a significant impact on the way congestion builds up. However, they do not include in their plots data for injected loads beyond saturation “for the sake of clarity”. Additionally, no mention is done to the policy used to allocate packets to ports.

Congestion control is a well-known issue in computer networks, but in the context of direct interconnection networks there is only a handful of papers. The adaptive wormhole router by Dally and Aoki [12] was one of the first to report throughput loss under uniform traffic. This work modeled a 16x16 mesh with 16 virtual channels per physical link. Throughput loss appeared only when using dynamic adaptive routing, a non-minimal adaptive strategy with a limited number of dimension reversals. This loss was reduced by limiting the number of virtual lanes that a packet at the injection port could access. On the same year, Boppana and Chalasani [8] also suggested the need to limit injection based on the number of messages of the same class queued in the node. A few years later, Baydal, Lopez and Duato extended Dally’s limited injection to their fully adaptive wormhole router, using a range of metrics to estimate congestion [3,4,5]. Thottethodi et al. [20] proposed a global knowledge based congestion control mechanism instead of relying on network backpressure. This allows congestion to be detected earlier but involves considerable cost in order to gather global information.
We should note that all methods that limit injection based on local information, including BFC, have practically no cost, but they can be less effective for non-uniform traffic patterns.

Other routers provide congestion control by giving priority to blocked packets over new packets at the network interface. For example, the Alpha 21364 prioritizes packets according to their class and the input port they arrive: a policy called \textit{rotary rule} \cite{16} gives priority to packets arriving from an inter-processor port over packets generated by the local injection ports. The Chaos router \cite{7} deals with congestion by both misrouting packets, and giving blocked packets at its central queue priority to advance ahead of new or incoming packets. However, it is difficult to estimate the contribution given by either misrouting or the priority mechanism. A more recent proposal \cite{21} also applied lazy misrouting in order to reduce congestion in an adaptive VCT router, although effective, it has a considerable cost.

We should note that all these methods were proven effective in reducing congestion for the particular router they were proposed for. Most evaluations were done for medium network sizes with single injection queues. Besides, they are difficult to compare with, because each of them have small input buffers of different size which reflected the technological constrains of their times.

6. Conclusions

This work has provided an insight into the impact that the number of injection channels and their management has on the sustained performance of adaptive VCT networks of medium to large size. The key findings of this work are as follows:

1. An injection policy regulated only by VCT flow control is not a good strategy. Results have shown that for small and medium size networks, the head of line blocking of a single injection queue is a blessing in disguise, as it prevented the processing node from flooding the router in all directions. Once a channel is saturated, and a packet is blocked at the head of the injection queue, channels in other directions have a chance to drain their load. In larger networks, this is not enough to prevent new packets from accessing the scarce network resources, so that network congestion rises and channel utilization drops.

2. Adding multiple injection channels does not increase network throughput, for the analyzed traffic patterns. Instead, it increases the injection pressure at high loads and allows the processing nodes to flood their routers with packets, leading to higher congestion and significant throughput loss at heavy loads.

3. Large networks (and/or routers with multiple injection ports) need a mechanism to limit injection in order to sustain maximum throughput. For the studied traffic patterns, simple, local congestion control mechanisms may bring up this performance figure up to a 20-25%.
In short, congestion control is becoming a critical issue for current parallel systems. We have identified the network configurations that are more susceptible to suffer network degradation. Further research is required to find simple and effective injection policies that are starvation free and provide maximum sustained throughput.
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